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In a historic paper, we do not discuss technological aspects.
This overview therefore discusses the product and byproduct of the molasses distillery.
The diagramms reminds of products which already have been discussed historically.

Rhum distillation is the oldest way to reuse molasses.
Even if the subject has already been extensively talked about, a discussion about the whole procedure
Might be adequate.

[Definition of Rum (name which encompasses a large spectrum, characteristic aroma and flavour)]

Rhum production can't be separated from the culture around molasses.
[Description of where they come from]
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Germanys designation of origin for all these countries is "Übersee-Rum" (Oversea rhum).

Rhum is the most varied of all spirits. The difference in taste, aroma etc. Is due to different
Climatical, geological, and technological conditions.
The different countries don't go into these in their standards.
They concentrate on the framework legislation.

Examples out of different countries show that what is understood to be "Rhum",
Isn't the same thing.
Even "alcohol" which is C2H5OH, shows differences, and has no influence on quality.
Graph 52 shows the alcohol content and legislation of Rhum in various countries.
Rules vary in case of the upper and lower limits of ethanol percentage.
High % means dilution for consumption.
The lower threshold in Germany is 38%, Jamacica 46%, America 40%.
The upper threshold in Germany is 86%, Jamaica 85,5%, America 85%.
France is an exception. Up to 65% the liquor can be called "Rhum", above 65% "eau de vie de canne"
(cane sugar brandy?).
Rhum under 65% contains a lot of "Fusel oils" or "fusel alcohols" due to processing conditions.
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What rawmaterials go into rhum? (Citation of the Standard of intensity for distilled spirits):
Sugarcane juice, sugarcane syrup, or cane molasses, and other byproducts of the sugarcane processing,
which have the taste and aroma and characteristics of Rhum.

Most countries align with that definition. But some remarkable differences exist, for
example Costa rica. Panela and Dulce, and primiticve not centrifuged sugars, are
processed besides cane molasses.
The resulting product is more like a whisky (partly due o storage in burnt Oak casks),
but doesn't meet the general perception of Rhum.
Legislation in USA for example, are important for production of new england rhum,
and influence the production method of imported Rhums.
This definition of Rhum can be established:
Rhum is a more or less high proof brandy with characteristic aroma.
It is a result of the fermentation and distillation of Sugarcane processing products.

Graph 53: 2 subcategories, Punsch and mixed beverages are different from two main categories: Liquor
and brandies.
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Rhum is a result of distillation of sugarcane products like "trinkrum" (drink rhum) and Bukettrum. In
those products you can find:
Aguardiente, Cachaca (Brazil), Okolehao (Hawai)
"Deutscher Rum" is so German that the designation isn't even translatable in english.
"German rum" is a name for Bukett-Rum. German Rhum is a product of beet molasses, and is
produced to help through economic depression. As soon as Imported Rhum is on the market, Beetrhum disappears.
Arrak is also in the Rhum family, called the Rhum of the asians. Very similar to rhum.

RATZwasser comes fom Rum Aroma Tee Zucker Wasser, and was very important to sailors. Comes from
the Rhum-punch or indian-punch.

Kunstrum (synthetic rhum), Inländer-Rum (residiential rhum?), Stroh Rum are brandies on spriti base,
aromatised with esters. They have nothing to do with rum.
They are criminal and prey on tourists.
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Origin of the name "Rhum", treated in 2590)

Rhum qualities:
Very different qualities.
Two Rhums are defined, Drinkable Rhum, and Bukett-Rum.
Bukett-Rum has concentrated aromas. Mostley unknown on the world
market. England, Skandinavia, France and USA, buy the Buckett to ad
aromas, and France also for Parfum production.
Biggest market for Buckett is in Germany.

Relevant analytical information:
The differences beteen the two rhum types are analitically noticeable. (table 66)
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The shown consituents are to be understood as the main
components. There is a variety of components. Gas
chromatography from 1966 shows 74 different components
(2529)

The appreciation for thearoma source as changed over the years:
Aa) By the End of the 19th century began the interest in analytical evaluation of Rhum. They measured
the content of acids, esters, fusel oil, furfural, and aldehydes.
Bb) The sum of these components was added to obtain the "Lusson-Girard" number.
Cc) Later interest shifted on the ester content. In distilled products, the most important representatives
are ethyl acetate, amylacetate.
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Until 1967, the Bundesmonopolverwaltung required 200 to 3000 ng ester in 100ml,
And 80mg of the "bad quality" esters. It was expected that Importrum with more than 86%
Alcohol, doesn't reach the lower ester threshold. Permits where therefore not granted.

Dd) 1967 the agency discarded these views, to respect the wishes of the Rum-importers.
The secondary components, which are important for taste and aroma, are now the most important
criteria.

C) Selection of type through ester content
The bond between alcohols and acids are important aroma carriers.
Through the ester content you can define the Rhum type.

[explanation of graph 54].
Between 700(500) and 1600 ester are the Bukkettrums.
300 and downward are the drinkrums.
those are finished goods, while the heavier types (concentrates) are not finished yet.

[Explanation graph 55]:The light bodied rums
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[explanation of graph 54].
Between 700(500) and 1600 ester are the Bukkettrums.
300 and downward are the drinkrums.
those are finished goods, while the heavier types (concentrates) are not finished yet.
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[Explanation graph 55]:The light bodied rums, which are mostly known to professionals.
[what follows is a description of the different types of rum in Jamaica and french isles.]
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Heavy types of rhum have to be brandy-spirits.
Light types of rhum can be brandy-spirits.
Heavy types of rhums have a strong bouquet, and are not finished products. THey are
aromaconcentrates and cotain an essential flavour-character.
In their original form they are indrinkable by the average consumer. They require dilution.
The heavy aromatic products are the most priced among european buyers.

These high ester rhums are commonly called: "quality rum", heavy bodied rhums, and on Jamaica:
german rum, german flavoured rum, continental flavoured rum, high continental rum and export trade
quality.
In the Martinique and Guadeloupe exists a heavy bodied rhum which has as the Rhum grand earome,
the bouquet of an industrial rhum, and is produced with molasses as main ingredient.

3.Rhum producing methods
A) on experience out of 3 centuries
Rhum has been produced for 300 years, but not a lot of good data is available on production.
1796-1802 Higgins optimizes in Jamaica
1849 Robinson describes production in Calcutta.
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1893/1895 Percival H. Greig publishes results in Rhumfabrication. 1892/93 he was with Hansen and
Jörgensen in Copenhagen. He learned pure breeding techniques. After his publication on Rhum
fabrication in 1895 he became Rhum producer.

1936 a joint publication on current works on rhum is published. Essentially Greig from 1895.

1951 the owner of Pott writes in FLensburg: not much is known on rhum production, every distillery has
their own method, and keeps it secret. These methods are born through luck and empirical testing, and
are therefore not well controlled or understood, resulting in a varying quality product.

Interesting works came out of Puerto Rico thanks to trade with the USA.

B) Fundamentals of Rhum production
In the eraly days there were more distilleries. Today there are a lot less, it is shown for Jamaica in table
67
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Table 67: Rhum distilleries on Jamaica between 1800 and 1957

Quantity is nearly the same. The 21 distilleries have 47 stills and produce for 107 brands.

Martinique has 35 distilleries, 24 of them are agricultural, 9 are linked to sugar producers and produce
drinkable rhum out of molasses. 2 are producing the heavy bodied type.
On Britisch Guyana there are 15 Sugar plants. 9 of them have a distillery. 3 of them have stills, the other
6 have columns.
In Trinidad all 5 distilleries work with columns.
In Puerto Rico most produce drinkable rhum, only one distilly makes the heay bodied type.
The type of distillation (still or column) indicates the type of rhum that is produced (drinkable or
bouquet rhum). There are also big differences ine the mash composition (table 68)
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Demerara (British Guyana) prefers Mash out of saccharide sources, like molasses, without additional
components.
Martinique knows about the processing with "Dunder", and on Jamaica there is a differenciation
between Molasses, dunder and the skimmings.

The actual Raw material is the source for saccharides: Cane molasses, and at the sugar plants distilleries
also sugarcane juice, sometime Cane syrup (more used by agricultural distilleries)
What are the influences of Raw and auxiliary materials on the rhum quality?The flowery, sugary
bouquet of molasses is not very involved. It exists a link with the sugarcane. It should be grown on the
right soil: in Jamaica the cane is grown on flat coastal areas, for the production of common rhum. For
high ester rhum they use irrigated cane from the mountainous south of the ile.
Iod taste is supposed to come from cane which is grown near the sea, and has absorbed iodic organic
compounds. This has not been proven analyticaly yet.
The flowery Ananas type comes from an infection by a black mold (ananas sickness), which is grown in
tank filled with broken sugarcanes.

An important auxiliary is "dunder": The nutritious base for yeast growth, and main source for the rich
microflora and ist metabolitesm essential for the aroma production.
This alcohol free residue of preceding production, has treated in multiple ways.
One example (2597): Some producers develop their yeasts, bacteria and fungi in clay pits. In these pits,
the dunder, sugarcane straw, and sand, are layered. Then, the pit is closed.
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After quite some time they are opened, and the sludge that has formed is removed. It contains yeasts
and bacteria. Parts from the sludge are removed to produce further ferment.

It is not important if only molasses are used, or a mixture of molasses and sugarcane juice. What is
important is that the juice is handled properly durect the sugar production.
Some failures during rhum production can be traced to improper handling od sugarcane juice.
Fresh juice, or raw juice, is unsuitable for rhum production. The raw juice has to have been treated with
limestone, but without being alkalised too much. This can result in a redly colored juice, and is linked to
an aroma loss. This produces organic compounds, pyridine compounds which smell of old used tabac.

Rhum distillers want a dirty fermentation with a rich microflora. The producers of drinkable rhum, the
light bodied type, want clean fermentation.
A lot of differents methods are used, recommended or suggested. Here are two examples:
Dunder flora can be strengthend through "acid". This the mixtures of dunder with:f heated sugarcane
juice, mixed with bagasse, and / or parts of the sugarcane lined pits. The dunder than produces more
acids.
Another additif is "muck hole" from waste pits. A sludge stinking like pigsty, but also microbe
concentrate.

A further component in the composition of the mash are the "skimmings". A foam from the cooked
sugarcane juice, or foam from the juice clarification process. Aromatic substances, waxy components,
and essential oils are added to the mash through this.
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The mash concentration is varying, most of the time about 15% saccharid content. The fermentation
temperature shouldn't be above 36°C. Refrigeration is rare in heavy bodied rhum distillation.
Fermentation time varies between 2,4, or 14 days.
Light rhums have short, and heavy rhum have long fermentations. But only half or two thirds of the time
is real fermentation. The rest of the time is just to let the mash rest, to build aroma.
Mature mash for heavy bodied rhum only attain 6% alcohol.
When the mash smells of rotting apples, the distillation can begin.

Since Greig it is known that yeast is an important factor for aroma. Greigs yeast nr 18 is Saccharomyces
mellaceus. In two species Saccharomyces anomalus, Greig found a second way to obtain Rhum with
ananas chracateristics.
Literature mentions vegetable additives. Cloverleaves, peach leaves, and acacia bark seem to play a role
as additives, but there doesn't seem to be any proof.
Instead of a variety of different mash treatments for bouquetrhum, Drinkable rhums chose to procede
like the molasses column stills. [listing of controlled distillation parameters]
The heavy bodied bouquet rhum is totally different and produced under primitive conditions, with pott
stills (graph 56)
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The stills have 4500 – 9000 liters capacity, indirect heating with which the retorts are also equippeRetort I: low wine (!0-15% vol%), Retort II: High wine (60-70% Vol%).
The destillat escapes through the spiral condenser. Sometimes a heat exchanger is used to preheat the
next mash.

Fresh destillat is colorless. The futur color (golden-yellow, to brown) comes a bit from oak cask storage.
When a colored rhum is desired, it is often colored with caramel.
Year long storage develops taste and aroma (minimum 3 years, also 10).
Before storage, the rhum is blended, to equalize rhum quality.
Some producers stir the rhum in giant vats with the addition of oxygen. It is said to mimic cask storage
conditions.

Consumer side
Rhum use is varied. Neat, in tea, grog, punch, Feuerzangen bowle [mulled wine, where rum is put on
sugar cone and then burned over the wine, wonderful beverage], cocktails, deserts, chocolate...
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A) The special case of the german rhum market
On the german market, 2-3% are so called "real" rhums, most is Rumverschnitt.
40% of the market are owned by the two largest competitors. Germany rhum capital is Flensburg, there
are 39 trading firms. Main product is the so called Rumverschnitt. It doesn't exist anywhere else in the
world.

Definition of some names:
Original-Rum: unchanged produces of the rhum destilleries, with original alcohol content (73-81%)
Echter Rum: dilluted original rhum (40-50%)
Rum-Verschnitt: in germany a Bukettrum (bouquet rhum). The aroma richness has been diluted to a
drinkable level.
The true brandy has replaced the "brandy"-Verschnitt. That isn't the case for rhum.
Rum-Verschnitt is not a derivative of "true" drinkable rhum, but comes from the aroma concentrated
Bukettrum.
On the market, the true rhums go against the verschnitt with false arguments like country of origin.

B) Rum alcohol is not yet a sign for quality
The producers of true rhum want to increase their share of the market.
They point to the low content of original-rhum alcohol in the verschnitt,
while the true rhum is only composed of rhum alcohol.
The comparison (graph 57) is based on originalrum with 75%.
In the Verschnitt, 5% of the alcohol content have to be from original
rhum: 19ml from 75 Vol% in a 40% alcohol bottle. In the true rhum there
are 326,6 ml rhum alcohol.
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[descrption of graph 58]

Esther content originalrhum (B) is between 140 and 840 mg.

Rumverschnitt (A) 19ml esther minimum (more likely 38mL for the reknowned companies)

Tampering with the esther content isn't considered because it could be done with both types.
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It is said that even a professional couldn't detect the difference between a original and a Verschnitt

C) Blended rhum vs Rumverschnitt
Aa)A mixture of originalrhums is a blended rhum. That is the
opinion of most countries.

They are not considered Rhum by german standards and are therefore not allowed to be imported.
Exceptions can be made for uncut goods.
The concept of "cut" is correct, one good is cut with nearly the same good. It is done with beer, wine
etc, it serves ist purpose to guarantee a quality standard.

Bb) A mixture of rhum with another spirit is a Rhum Verschnitt. THat is due to the power of landowners
in the 19th century, to secure that their liquor would be used to fortify, and not the imported goods.
They saw the rhum only as a vehicle for ethanol and did not take into consideration its aroma.
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For the consumer, both products can appear to be of the same quality, in the concentrated form the
bouquetrum is a aroma monster and the original is dwarfed.
So the nomenclature of "original, or true" and "verschnitt, or cut" is questionable.

[talking about how the image of the rhum is important for consumer, taste is subjectif, science doesn't
matter in that case]

D) Rhum market
Table 69 shows the rhum products of the german market
Table 70 shows the rhum products of the american market
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5. On the different uses of rhum
List of uses for rhum, for sailors, as currency
for slavery, etc etc
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IV. Citric acid production from molasses
Began in 1917/1920 with the surface process, and is done since 1957/1960 by submerged processMolasses as saccharid source is viable.
These are processes done with aspergillus niger, and they have totally replaced citric acids from lemons.
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